
 

 

Press Release 

STid signs a distribution agreement with Kimaldi 
Greasque, July 21, 2010 

 

STid is pleased to announce the distribution agreement with Kimaldi to introduce its UHF reader 

range on the Spanish market. 

Kimaldi is a leading distributor in people identification and access control equipments. Both as 

manufacturer and wholesaler distributor, Kimaldi stands out thanks to its flexibility and adaptation to 

customers’ needs, and also to its important experience, its know-how, its implication and 

commitment with its distributors’ channel.  

"Kimaldi is our trusted partner in Spain, this partnership reinforces our presence in the Spanish 

market (…) Kimaldi will provide local support and high level consultancy to our new and already 

existing customers” says Charlotte Pluvinage, export manager of STid. 

Kimaldi’s distribution channels, associated with STid readers and tags, will give the opportunity to the 

Spanish customer to integrate STid RFID technology in their existing environment, with a minimum 

impact and without expensive middleware. 

The flexibility and adaptability of the STid Products, will allow Kimaldi to offer competitive prices to 

all their customers, especially in the access control and vehicle identification field. 

Information about STid 

STid, a manufacturing company started in 1996 with a technical expertise developed over more than 

10 years, is specialized in contactless ID (identification) technologies using radio frequencies (RFID). 

STid develops and manufacture off the shelf or customized equipments and solutions for people 

identification (access control), vehicle and objects identification (traceability, logistic...) 



STid offers a full range of readers and tags operating at the main frequencies (125 kHz, 13.56 MHz 

and UHF) and compliant with all  technologies Mifare®, Mifare Plus, DESFire EV1, ST, INSIDE, EM, 

Legic…) and international standards (ISO 14443 A-B, ISO 15693, ISO 18000, EPC). 

More information about STid, www.stid.com 

 

Information about Kimaldi 

Kimaldi is a manufacturing and wholesaler company started in 1998 in Spain, where are the 

headquarter offices, and currently has 3 more subsidiary offices around the world (México, Portugal 

and France).  Kimaldi is focused in almost all identification systems like RFID (LF, HF, UHF and active 

RFID), biometrics (fingerprint, fingervein and facial), smart and magnetic stripe cards, card printers, 

access control and time & attendance. The expertise in identification market, technical background, 

market orientation and flexibility are the key factors of Kimaldi, who has agreements with several of 

the most important world wide manufactures in order to distribute their products with the best 

service.  

More information about Kimaldi, www.kimaldi.com 
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Marketing manager 
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